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Laser-induced structural transitions in YBa2Cu3Oy amorphous films
with nanocrystalline clusters
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We investigated the influence of UV (KrF, \v55.01 eV) pulsed laser irradiation on the atomic order
and optical properties of amorphous YBaCuO films containing crystalline clusters of nanometer~up to 25 nm!
size and characterized by high mobility of structural elements due to the lack of sharp interphase boundaries.
The presence of crystalline clusters in amorphous medium leads to higher disorder of the latter, while elec-
tronic states in relatively narrow ('2 eV) Cu 3d10 band become localized and practically do not participate
in optical transitions. We found that UV radiation destroys the crystalline clusters, increases order in the
amorphous medium and initializes the processes of (11l )1(10l )⇒(00l ) orientational transition. Increase of
atomic order results in partial delocalization of electron states in the Cu 3d10 band and the conduction band
switches over from Cu 4s1 to Cu 3d10.
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I. INTRODUCTION

High-temperature superconductors~HTSC’s! exhibit not
only superconductivity, but also many other interesting
fects, both at low and at high temperatures. This is true
ordered~crystalline and polycrystalline! and for disordered
~amorphous! forms of HTSC’s. In particular, YBaCuO thin
epitaxial films in response to laser illumination are known
produce giant electric pulses, believed to be of thermoe
tric origin.1 Amorphous films of the same compound exhi
strong pyroelectric effect,2 along with a high-temperature co
efficient of resistance.2,3 These properties of amorphou
YBaCuO films form the basis of their proposed applicati
as uncooled infrared detectors.2,4

Interest in the interaction of optical radiation wit
HTSC’s has also a more fundamental character and is
large extent stimulated by the nature of charge carriers
these materials. HTSC’s appear to be metals, but in m
respects they behave as highly degenerate semicondu
with metallic conductivity. Transition from insulating to su
perconducting behavior in the process of oxygen doping
one of the most characteristic features observed in th
compounds.

Earlier research has shown that illumination of HTS
samples allows not only to investigate the electron state
various ranges of energy5–10 but also to modify dynamically
their properties. Generation of nonequilibrium charge ca
ers in this manner~‘‘photodoping’’! increases conductivity
and enhances superconductivity in metallic samples. In in
lating samples, it can even lead to dielectric-metal transit
and transform an insulator into a superconductor.11–14

Photogeneration of charge carriers and nonequilibrium
perconductivity are not the only effects of laser irradiatio
Under short-wave~blue and green! medium power irradia-
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tion we observed irreversible and stable photocoloring of
amorphous YBaCuO samples. The hue imprinted in t
manner matched the color of the laser used for
irradiation.15 We found also that the irradiation tends to i
duce phase transitions in systems, which are in strongly n
equilibrium conditions. Disordered systems, characterized
high mobility of various structural elements appear to
especially prone to such transformations.

In this paper we report on the influence of laser irradiat
on atomic order and optical properties of amorpho
YBaCuO films containing nanosize crystalline clusters.
be more explicit, the characteristic property of the films us
in the experiments is the presence of microscopic crystal
('200 Å) and mesoscopic semicrystalline ('20 Å) fluc-
tuations of atomic order in the disordered continuum. T
clusters are either dielectric, with atoms ordered in the s
tem of (11l ) planes, or metallic, represented by the family
(00l ) planes.3 The presence of these clusters appears to
crucial for understanding the physical behavior of the film

By utilizing the laser energy and its composite intera
tions with the sample~photogeneration of bound excitons
the optical transitions O 2p⇒ Cu 3d10 and generation of a
heat pulse! we expected to stimulate phase transitio
(11l )⇒(00l ), similar to those observed earlier in the plasm
created during pulsed laser deposition of YBaCuO film3

and to develop a system of (00l ) metallic clusters in the
amorphous medium. Another premise is that the genera
of bound excitons during charge transfer transitio
O 2p⇒ Cu 3d10 should play an important role in struc
tural changes, since the coupling energy of exciton format
contributes to the coupling energy between copper and o
gen atoms. No diffusion over considerable distances is
volved and structural transformations can be caused by m
ing the atoms over distances comparable to interatomic o
696 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The investigated amorphous YBaCuO films were dep
ited on glass substrates at room temperature and at
mTorr oxygen pressure by laser ablation from123 stoichio-
metric target. We used KrF excimer laser (\v55.01 eV)
with pulse duration 25 ns and energy density of 1.5 J/cm2 at
the target surface. The samples were then irradiated in
bient atmosphere at 1 s intervals by 2 or 5 light pulses of th
same laser at energy density of 0.1 J/cm2, i.e., 3–4 times
below the ablation threshold of YBaCuO,16 although rather
close to the YBaCuO vaporization threshold.17

Atomic structure of the samples was determined fr
x-ray diffraction patterns of CrKa radiation. In order to de-
tect atomic clusters with different degrees of order, particu
attention was paid to the fine structure in the distribution
the diffusive intensity of coherent and incoherent x-ray sc
tering. Optical transmission spectra were investigated
room temperature and in quantum energy interval\v50.5
24.5 eV.

The observed diffraction patterns were always exhibit
three characteristic regions of x-ray scattering~see Fig. 1, in
which typical patterns recorded for the investigated samp
are shown!: ~i! diffusive maximum~halo!, the result of co-
herent scattering on small (;20 Å) crystalline-like clusters;
~ii ! incoherent background from scattering on the disorde
medium between clusters;~iii ! intensity fluctuations in the
form of small peaks on the halo, the result of scattering
coarse (.100 Å) crystalline clusters with lowered dimen
sionality.

From the diffraction patterns one can determine the in
gral intensitiesI coh andI incoh of coherent and incoherent sca
tering, respectively, as well as average cluster size by m
suring the half-width and angular position of the diffractio
maxima.3 In a similar manner integral intensities of scatte
ing on crystalline clustersI c and on amorphous clustersI a
can be determined. We found that laser irradiation gener

FIG. 1. Diffraction patterns of the investigated samples: init
~a!, after two laser pulses~b!, and after five laser pulses~c!. Dashed
lines represent the incoherent background.
-
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leads to the reduction of the intensity of coherent x-ray d
fraction, this being caused by the reduction of crystalli
cluster number and size~from 230–240 Å to 150–170 Å).
By contrast, the incoherent diffraction component atta
maximal value for five-pulse irradiation.

Further analysis of the intensity of fluctuation maxim
indicates qualitative changes in atomic order induced by
laser irradiation. This is observed by the increase of volu
fraction of clusters with dominant atomic order in the for
of (00l ) plane fragments at the expense of clusters with d
ferent ordering (10l ) and (11l ). After irradiation more than
90% crystalline clusters are composed of (00l ) plane frag-
ments. In this sense we can talk about the structural tra
tion (10l )1(11l )⇒(00l ) induced by the irradiation. Let us
remind the reader that charge transport in HTSC’s is alo
(00l ) planes, while the material with atoms ordered in
system of (11l ) planes exhibits dielectric properties.18

We measured also the coefficient of optical transmissiot
defined as

t5I /I 05 f ~R!exp@2a~v!d#, ~1!

whereI and I 0 denote the intensity of incident and transm
ted radiation, respectively,a(v) is the coefficient of optical
absorption,d is the sample thickness, andf (R) is some func-
tion of reflection coefficientR; in the simplest casef (R)
512R.

The results of optical transmission spectra measurem
are plotted in Fig. 2. The fine structure seen in the long-w
and medium-wave spectrum regions of the nonirradia
sample is due to the presence of crystalline clusters.3 The
spectrum of an amorphous YBaCuO film obtained by ca
ode sputtering~plot A in Fig. 2!, which does not contain suc
clusters,26 has a completely different character and is shift
approximately for 3 eV towards the longwave region. F
comparison purposes, we show also in Fig. 2 the transm
sion spectrum of a film with tetragonal structure~plot T), as
well as that of an orthorombic film withTc591 K ~plot M ).
Laser irradiation of amorphous films causes significant
crease of their transparency in the whole range of pho

l

FIG. 2. Optical transmission spectra of YBaCuO films.~1! Ini-
tial nonirradiated amorphous sample,~2! after irradiation by two
laser pulses,~5! after five laser pulses,~M! orthorombic film with
Tc591 K, (A) amorphous film deposited by cathode sputterin
~T! crystalline film with tetragonal structure.
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698 PRB 62V. D. OKUNEVet al.
energies\v and considerably changes the spectrum sha
In the long-wave part of the spectrum, there appears an
tended region in which the transmission coefficient decrea
nearly linearly with increasing photon energy. In the midd
part of the spectrum~at \v52.56 eV for two laser pulses
and at\v53.1 eV for five laser pulses! is formed a maxi-
mum, initially rather narrow and then broadening at high
laser energy, preceded by a minimum at a nearly cons
position ~2.38 and 2.44 eV!.

Film temperature during irradiation was measured in
rather primitive bolometer setup~the sample was deposite
on a thin copper strip acting as a bolometer!. We recorded a
surprisingly low mean surface temperatureTs5620 °C after
td;1 ms following the pulse incidence. This measureme
is inconclusive in the sense that nothing can be said abou
maximal temperature immediately after pulse incidence
the detection circuit had insufficient time resolution (td was
apparently set by the thermal time constant of the bolo
eter!. Nonetheless, the measuredTs value can be safely as
sumed as the lower limit of the surface temperature. T
upper limit, following the analysis of Otsuboet al.17 can be
taken as the melting temperature of~crystalline! YBaCuO
(Ts>1100 °C). This conclusion has been confirmed by o
own experiments with superconducting YBaCuO film
which have sustained irradiation by a few tens of the sa
laser pulses without losing their superconductive propert
i.e., thermal damage done to them was not extensive
simple fit to the experimental data shows also that the t
perature drops rapidly to less than half of its surface valu
the film-substrate interface.

Atomic force microscope~AFM! images recorded in the
so-called ‘‘tapping’’ mode and shown in Fig. 3 constitu
direct evidence that the high-temperature front has b
passing across the film surface, causing a phase trans
from amorphous to more ordered glassy state accompa
by glass softening. The striking differences between surf
morphology of the untreated sample shown in Fig. 3~a! and
the samples irradiated by two@Fig. 3~b!# and five@Fig. 3~c!#
pulses cannot be explained in any other way.

III. STRUCTURAL TRANSITIONS AND DENSITY
OF STATES

The experimental data suggest that the principal sourc
the laser-induced spectral changes, including the forma
of linear segments, is the augmentation of the volume oc
pied by the crystalline (00l ) clusters with metallic conduc
tivity. The presence of these clusters leads to the build-u
strong intrinsic electric fields and leads to the appearanc
Urbach ‘‘tails’’ in optical absorption. This effect is in man
aspects analogous to the Franz-Keldysh effect,19,20 but in-
volves internal and not external electric fields. In such a c
the spectral dependence of optical absorption coefficienta at
frequencies below the threshold can be expressed as21

a~v!5a~v t!exp@2\~v t2v!/D0#, ~2!

where\v t is the threshold energy andD0 denotes a charac
teristic energy independent of frequency. From Eqs.~1! and
~2! we can obtain after simple manipulations
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5
2 f ~R!d\a~v t!

D0
exp@2a~v!d#

3exp@2\~v t2v!/D0#, ~3!

or the normalized derivative of transmissivity with respect
photon energy

1

t

]t

]~\v!
5

a~v!d

D0
. ~4!

Equation~4! can be applied to determine experimenta
the quantityD0. Especially useful are the linear parts of th
spectrumt(\v), where the derivative]t/](\v) is indepen-
dent of v in a relatively broad range. The values ofD0,
calculated in this manner, are given in Table I. In the sa
table we present the numerical values of quantitiesB andC
defined from the linear approximationexp(x)'11x, valid
for small x, as applied to Eqs.~1! and ~2!:

FIG. 3. Atomic force microscope images of amorpho
YBaCuO film ~a! initial ~ nonirradiated!; ~b! irradiated by two laser
pulses;~c! irradiated by five laser pulses.
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t' f ~R!@C2B\v#, ~5!

a~v!'a~v t!@12\~v t2v!/D0#. ~6!

Hence

B5a~v t!d/D0 , ~7!

C5a~v t!d@11\v t /D0#. ~8!

In Table I, we also introducedvc from t(vc)50, or

vc5C/B5D01\v t . ~9!

For the validity of the above analysis the most importa
question is whether the threshold energy\v t indeed can be
used to characterize the spectrum. Fortunately, as seen
Table I, the\v t value is practically identical~within 2%! for
both irradiated samples, notwithstanding the considera
differences in their transmission spectra, and this value
close to the charge transfer gap~CTG! ECT'1.37 eV for
YBa2Cu3Oy . 10

The intensity of optical transitions across CTG in the no
irradiated sample is low, and these transitions are relate
the presence of crystalline clusters. The optical absorp
edge is shifted into the range\v.4 eV, i.e., not only
higher than its position for the insulator state but also hig
than for the metallic state~cf. plot M in Fig. 2!. Taking into
account that the optical width of the forbidden gap in am
phous YBaCuO films without crystalline inclusions is abo
1.5 eV~Ref. 26! ~cf. plot A in Fig. 2! it is evident that in the
nonirradiated sample, optical transitions across the C
from the valence band into the conduction ba
O 2p⇒ Cu 3d, are strongly suppressed.

The nature of this effect can be explained by taking in
account the triple band model of density of states in HTS
the elements of which were introduced in Refs. 22–24. A
cording to this model, in our material, the band of hole sta
in the metallic clusters is located between two Hubb
bands~see Fig. 4!. CTG in the dielectric state is constitute
by the gap ECT between the filled valence band O 2p and the
empty upper Hubbard band Cu 3d10 @Fig. 4~c!#. Extended
tails in the distribution of the density of states are due to
fact that the dielectric state is represented mainly by
amorphous medium between clusters.

The Cu 4s1 band usually does not participate in th
charge transfer. The role of the conduction band in YBaC
is played by the upper Hubbard band Cu 3d10. However,
this band is narrow (>2 eV) and, according to Anderson,25

amorphisation of YBaCuO fills it completely with localize
states. This process is aided by the presence of crysta
clusters, which introduce considerable stresses and bro
bonds into the medium. Disorder in the distribution of ato

TABLE I. Calculated optical properties of the irradiate
samples.

No. of D0 C B a(\v t) \v t \vc

pulses eV cm21 eV eV eV

2 0.520 1.21 0.248 2.58 103 1.368 4.87
5 0.817 1.37 0.649 1.06 104 1.387 2.11
t
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means that for the Cu 3d10 band the Anderson localizatio
criterium is fulfilled, which ford states has the form25 V0
>B, whereV0 is the random potential andB is the band
width. Probability of optical transitions involving localize
states is very low.25 Such transitions are hardly present in t
nonirradiated films, in which the role of the conduction ba
is indeed played by the Cu 4s1 band and the Cu 3d10 band
is transformed into a band of localized states between
valence and conduction bands.

The effect of laser irradiation is the increased order in
amorphous matrix and, as a consequence, delocalizatio
Cu 3d10 states and increased probability of their particip
tion in optical transitions across CTG. In fact, laser treatm
results in the switching of conduction band
Cu 4s1⇒ Cu 3d10. An important role in this respect is
played by the fracturing of crystalline clusters and reduct
of their size. The reduction of cluster size is also accom
nied by the reduction of broken bonds density.

According to the band diagram shown schematically
Fig. 5, tunneling effects enabled in the presence of meta
clusters and the associated random electric fields lower
threshold photon energy for interband optical transitio

FIG. 4. Density of state models of YBa2CuOx for x
57.0, 6.7, 6.5.EF denotes Fermi level,EV : valence band,EC :
conduction band, andEgm is the distance between Fermi level an
the bottom of conduction band in the case of metallic conductiv

FIG. 5. Band diagram of an amorphous film containing cryst
line clusters with metallic conductivity.Ega is the distance between
Fermi level and the effective conduction band Cu 4s1 in the amor-
phous matrix, andEg0 is the same distance in the metallic cluste
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700 PRB 62V. D. OKUNEVet al.
This explains the experimentally found linear dependence
transmissivity on photon energy~Fig. 2!, especially pro-
nounced in laser irradiated samples. As shown in Fig. 5
the Fermi level in the amorphous region is located in
middle of the CTG, then the minimal photon energy need
for charge transfer transitions is just about half of CTG,
good agreement with the data shown in Fig. 2.

In Fig. 6 we show the normalized transmission spec
t0(v)/t2(v) and t0(v)/t5(v), wheretx denotes the sampl
transmissivity after irradiation byx laser pulses. Sincet0
remains nearly constant in a broad range of photon ener
\v, the plotted quantities reflect the density of states in
relevant bands. Thus the broad maximum at 2.4 eV ap
ently is related to the maximum of the density of Cu 3d10

states. Minimum at 3.3–3.4 eV corresponds to the reg
between Cu 3d10 and Cu 4s1 states, while the sharp rise a
\v.3.5 eV is due to optical transitions between the v
lence band and the Cu 4s1 band.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The observed effects in laser irradiated amorphous fi
~structural transitions and the resulting optical phenome!
cannot be explained by a single cause. Several basic me
nisms must be considered. First of all let us discuss the
of heat dissipated in the sample by the incident laser p
and the resultant temperature rise. Assuming that this
does not reach the melting temperature~at least not in more
than a few top atomic layers!, the main effect of heat dissi
pation would be generation of thermal stresses and temp
ture gradients. The latter may generate substantial ele
fields.1,2 One cannot also exclude higher local temperat
arising in the crystalline clusters, which exhibit higher op
cal absorption.

FIG. 6. Normalized optical transmissivity after irradiation b
two and five laser pulses.
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Structural transformations are aided not only by therm
effects but also by all electron mechanisms related to
generation of electron-hole pairs. The rate at which th
pairs are created in our experimental conditions exceed
31029 cm23 s21. With lifetimes of the order of 10210 s
the resulting nonequilibrium concentrationDn.2
31019 cm23 is capable of providing instantaneous metal
conductivity of the amorphous medium for the duration
the laser pulse. Such screening by nonequilibrium cha
carriers weakens the chemical bonding between the at
and favors structural changes.

The general trend of the structural changes can be
stimulated by the excitons generated in the optical transiti
O 2p⇒ Cu 3d. Due to the high laser photon energy~5.01
eV!, the generation of bound excitons capable of chang
the bonding energy of oxygen and copper atoms can oc
only within metallic clusters, as the maximal energy allow
for optical charge transfer transitions in the insulator is mu
lower ~3.0–3.5 eV!. In this manner the growth of (00l ) clus-
ters is favored.

Another possible mechanism to be considered is the in
action with strong electric fields created by the laser illum
nation. The appearance of such fields is caused by the
togeneration of electron-hole pairs, whose concentra
exponentially decreases with distance from the film surfa
Lifetime of majority ~hole! carriers is several orders of mag
nitude longer than the lifetime of minority~electron!
carriers,12 or the recombination rate of electrons~involving
localized states in CTG! is much higher than the hole recom
bination rate. Consequently, the pulsed generation
electron-hole pairs is accompanied by an exponential dis
bution of positive charges and an appearance of electric fi
pulses, whose intensity in our case exceeds 105 V/cm. Ionic
component in the chemical bonds of HTSC materials is v
important and the influence of electric field on the proces
of atomic ordering in amorphous samples can be v
effective.27 The important point is that the directions of th
electric field and the temperature gradient coincide. The p
posed mechanism is an alternative to the purely thermoe
tric one discussed in Refs. 1,2.
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